INDEX

Acceleration 92–100
relation to force 117
Angle of friction 225
of repose 235
Angular velocity 243

Back gear for lathes 287
Balancing rotating parts 250
Beams and girders 188–300
  bending moment 189
  reactions 21
  shearing force 189
Belt gearing 273–279
Bending moments 189–200
Bevel gearing 281
Bicycle two-speed gear 73
Bow's notation 3
Brake horse-power 78

Cams 267
Cantilevers 190–193
Cast iron, stress-strain diagram of 143
Cement and concrete 144
Centrifugal and centrifugal force 245
Centroid and centre of gravity 203–220
Clerk Maxwell diagrams 178
Columns 156
Compressive stress 140
Cone, centre of gravity of 212
Conservation of energy 40
Counterbrazing 175
Couples 31
Crank and connecting-rod mechanism 258
Crow-bar 53
Curved path, motion in 242–256
Cycloid curve 104
Cylinders, strength of 169

Deficient frames 174
Diametral pitch 280
Differential pulley block 67

Efficiency
  of machines 55
  of riveted joints 168

Effort curve 42
mean 49
Elastic bodies 139
limit 141
Energy
  conservation of 40
  definition and kinds 39
  useful 41
Equilibrant 8
Equilibrium 8
  kinds of 221
  under three forces 25
Experiments
  bicycle two-speed gear 7
  centre of gravity and centroid 220
  errors of 13
  friction 238
  inclined plane 60
  moments 18
  polygon of forces 12
  reaction of jet 133
  roof-truss 184
  triangle of forces 4
  Weston pulley block 72
  wire, strength of 147

Factor of safety 151

Force
  polygon 11
  triangle of 3
  unit of 2
see also effort, reaction, resistance, etc., and various kinds of machines and structures

Framed structures 174–185
Friction 224–240
  angle of 225
  rolling 228
  static and kinetic 224

Gearing 273–290
Gear trains 286
Governor 248
Gravity acceleration 97
  centre of 203–220
Holograph 242
Hooke's law 139
INDEX

Horse-power  
brake 78  
definition 38  
indicated 77

Idle gear wheels 285  
Impact and impulse 129  
Inclined plane 57–63, 229–233  
Indicated horse-power 77  
Instantaneous centre 259  
Involute gearing 280

Kinetic energy 40, 113  
fraction 224

Lathe back gear 287  
headstock gear 276  
lead screw drive 289

Leverage 16  
Lever safety valve 23  
Limit, elastic 141  
Line of pressure 11  
Link and vector polygon construction 27, 32  
Lubrication, see Friction

Machines 52–81  
actual performance 70  
reversing 66  
Mean effort 49  
Mechanical advantage 53  
Mechanisms 255–270  
Method of moments or sections 183  
Module of toothed gearing 290  
Modulus, elastic 145  

Moments  
of forces 16–33  
method of, for frames 183  
Momentum 119–137  
Motor tracks 247

Newton's laws of motion 1, 21, 117, 124

Parabola, centroid of 219  
Pawl and ratchet mechanism 270  
Pile driver 135  
Pillars 156  

Pipes, strength of 169  
Pitch circle 280  
Planing machine, belt drive 278  
Poisson's ratio 146  

Polygon of forces 11  
Potential energy 40  

Power (see also Horse-power) 38  
Pulley tackle 67–70  
Pyramid, centre of gravity of 211  

Quadrilateral, centroid of 216  
Quick-return mechanism 263

Rack and pinion 281  
Railway curves 247  
Ratchet mechanism 270  

Reaction  
Newton's law 124  
of beams 21  
Reciprocal figures 178  
Recoil of guns 133  
Redundant frames 175  
Relative velocity 103–111  
Repose, angle of 233  
Resilience 122  
Resistances 45  
Resultant, definitions of 3  
Reversing gear train 289, 290  
Reversing machines 66  
Rigidity modulus 145  
Ritter's method for frames 185  
Riveted joints 161–169  
Rolling friction 228  
Rooft-truss 177–185  
Rotating bodies 75

Safety valve 23  
Scalar quantities 1  
Screw  
jack 65  
with friction 233  
without friction 63  
Sections, method of, for frames 183  
Semicircle, centroid, etc. of 220  
Shear  
in beams 189–200  
legs 184  
module 145  
stress 140  
Ships, relative velocities of 108  
Space curve 85  
Speed, see Velocity  
Speed-cones 276  
Spiral gearing 282  
Stability of wall 22  
Steam-engine foundation, thrust on 5  

Steel, stress-strain, diagram of 142  
Strain 139  
Stress  
definition 139  
dynamic 153  
-strain diagrams 141–150  
temperature 158  
working 151  

Struts 156  

Tensile stress 140  
Timber, strength of 144  
Toggle mechanism 265  
Toothed gearing 279–290  
Torque 76  

Trapezium, centroid of 212  
Triangle, etc., centroid of 210
INDEX

Triangle of forces 3

Tripods 184

Useful energy 41

Vector polygon construction 10

Vector quantities 1

Velocity

angular 243
curves 87
definitions 83
in mechanisms 259
ratio in gearing 275, 279, 283
ratio of machines 56
relative 103–111
uniform 83

Velocity

variable 84
Virtual centre 260

Warren girder 180
Watt’s parallel motion 262
Weight as unit of force 1
Wetson’s pulley block 69
Work 30
resistance, against 44
variable force done by 42
Working stress 151
Worm gearing 282

Yield point 141
Young’s modulus 145